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SLIP TEST-I 

Class   : X    Unit: 5.1 ,5.2,5.3     Marks : 50 

Subject : MATHEMATICS         Time   : 1.15hrs 

Section - A 

I. Answer any 5 of the following; Q. No: 7is compulsory:   5x2=10        

1.The centre of  the circle is at (-6,4). If one end of a diameter of the circle is at the origin, then find the 

other end.                                                                                                                                                                            

2.Find the coordinates  of the point which divides the line segment joining  (3,4) and (-6,2) in the ratio 3:2 

externally.                                                                                                                                                                               

3. If the area of the ABC is 68 sq.units and the vertices are A (6,7) , B(-4,1) and C(a,-9) taken in order, then  

find the value of  a.                                                                                                                                                      

4.Determine if the following set of points are collinear or not. (- 
3

2
 ,3) ,(6, -2) ,and (-3,4) .                              

5.Find the angle of inclination of the line passing through the points : (a,b) and  (-a,-b).                                  

6.The side BC of an equilateral ABC is parallel to x-axis. Find the slope of AB and the slope o f BC.                

7. a) If the three points  (h,0) ,(a,b) and (0,k) lie on a straight line, then using the area of the triangle  

formula , show that 
𝑎

ℎ
 + 

𝑏

𝑘
 =1 , where h , k  0 .   (OR) 

   b) If (7,3), (6,1), (8,2) and  (p,4) are the vertices of a parallelogram taken in order, then find the value of  p. 

 

II.  Answer any 6 of  the following: Q.No:16   is compulsory :     6  x  5 =  30 

8. In what ratio does the point  P (-2,3) divide line segment joining the points A(-3,5) and  B(4,-9) internally? 

9.If  M is midpoint of the line segment joining A(2a,0) and B(0,2b) and if O if the origin , then shoe that M is 

equidistant from point O,A and B. 

10.Prove that the points A(-4,-1),B(-2,-4),C(4,0) and D(2,3) are the vertices of a rectangle. (using the concept 

of slope). 

11.Find the area of the quadrilateral whose vertices are (-1,-6) , (-3,-9) ,(5,-8) and (3,9). 

12.Let  A(-6,-5) and B(-6,4) be two points such that a point P on the line AB satisfies   AP = 
2

9
 AB . Find 

the point P. 

13.Find the length of the medians of the triangle whose vertices are (1,-1),(0,4) and (-5,3). 

14.The vertices of a ABC are A(1,2), B(-4,5) and C(0,1). Find the slopes of the altitudes of the triangle. 

15.The vertices of ABC are A(1,8),B(-2,4), C(8,-5). If  M and N are the midpoints of AB and AC respectively, 

find the slope of MN and hence verify that MN is parallel to BC. 

16 .a) Show that the opposite sides of a quadrilateral with vertices A(-2,-4),B(5,-1), C(6,4) and D(-1,1)taken 

in order are parallel.  (OR) 

      b)Find the area of the triangle formed by joining the midpoints of the sides of a triangle whose vertices 

are (0,-1),(2,1)and (0,3). Find the ratio of this area to the area of the given triangle.                                        

III. Answer the following:        1x10=10 

17. Draw the graph of  xy = 20, x,y>0. Use the graph to find y when x = 5 and to  find x when y = 10. 

* * * A l l  t h e  B e s t * * * 
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